
STANDARD LINE SPACING FOR DISSERTATION

You are encouraged to use the Library's thesis template to help format â€‹The default template line spacing is for text,
with single-spaced.

Single-space footnotes that are more than one line long. In the left column, select the Save tab. Carefully
check all of your fonts. It is acceptable if the note breaks within a sentence and carries the remainder into the
footnote area of the next page. Block quotes: indent the left margin of your paragraph. Number all footnotes
with Arabic numerals. This is something to check near the end of formatting, as other adjustments to text and
spacing may change where headings appear on the page. Therefore, the first page showing a number will be
the copyright page with ii at the bottom. Small, or less significant, amounts favor fair use. Spacing and
Indentation Space and indent your thesis or dissertation following these guidelines: The text must appear in a
single column on each page and be double-spaced throughout the document. While footnotes should be
located at the bottom of the page, do not place footnotes in a running page footer, as they must remain within
the page margins. Ensure headings are not left hanging alone on the bottom of a prior page. Personal
information Individual personal information must be removed from the thesis before publication, including
signatures, email addresses, and phone numbers. A transformative use repurposing or recontextualizing the
in-copyright material favors fair use. For an example of an extended essays title page, see the Title page
formatting information. Can you use a thumbnail rather than a full-resolution image? Therefore, formatting of
these components is largely at the discretion of the author. Select "Change Conversion Settings. Choose Save
on the left sidebar. Word can create a Table of Contents based on the Heading styles. Creative works,
including artistic images, are afforded more protection under copyright, and depending on your use in light of
the other factors, may be less likely to favor fair use; however, this does not preclude considerations of fair use
for creative content altogether. However, the processes for submitting them differ. If you see " Embedded
Subset " after all fonts, you have succeeded. Do not indicate the continuation of a footnote. A PDF document
with a title page, copyright page, and abstract at minimum are required to be submitted along with any
relevant supplemental files. Then select "Document Properties. The text following should be moved up or the
heading should be moved down. It is customary not to have a page number on the page containing a chapter
heading. Given the standards of the discipline, dissertations in the Department of History of Art and
Architecture and the Department of Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and Urban Planning often place
illustrations at the end of the dissertation. In other words, can you make the point in the thesis without using,
for instance, an in-copyright image? In the bottom right corner select Word Options. Then click "OK.


